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HALACHIC AND HASHKAFIC ISSUES IN
CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY
SERIES 2: 71 - SHABBAT ELEVATORS - PART 2

OU ISRAEL CENTER - SUMMER 2023

A] ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS ON SHABBAT - AN OVERVIEW1

• Any discussion of the halachic status of electricity on Shabbat must distinguish between four separate issues:-
(i) turning on; (ii) turning off; (iii) turning up; (iv) turning down.

• A fundamental distinction must be made between (i) activating/deactivating the the electricity itself and (ii) activating/deactivating
the appliance being powered by the electricity.  That activity may (independent of the issue of electricity per se) be a melacha on
Shabbat e.g. lights, ovens, drills, power saws, milking machines, typewriters, washing machines, food processors, lawn mowers,
shavers, sewing machines, bread makers.  However, other activities may not intrinsically involve any of the 39 melachot eg radios, fans.
In such circumstances, the question will then focus significantly on the halachic status of the electrical circuit itself.

• We saw in Part 1 that there are 4 main halachic positions concerning the use of electricity on Shabbat:

A1] RAV YITZCHAK SHMELKES - BEIT YITZCHAK - MOLID
Molid is a rabbinic prohibition relating to activity which is not technically ‘melachah’, but which gives the impression of ‘creating’
something on Shabbat.  R. Shmelkes understood that introducing electricity to a circuit on Shabbat was analogous to introducing
scent into a piece of cloth.

1. .... z`xwpd dpekn i"r zaya xacl mi`yx m` oica.o`trlrhyi  ....  .dfn wgxi eytp xneye xaca xeqi` yi c"rtl dpde 
opixn` i`xiy` `qk `tegqa enkc .zaya xeq` dfe ixhwrlr gk clep ixhwrlrd mxf zxibq i"rc meyn cer xeq`l

 dviaa(bk) `gix cilenc meyn xeq`c d"d .bpecpiaxrt ryixhwrlr zeyrl xeq`c (elektrische Verbindung/electrical
connection) xrqq`ee`c`f zeyrl xeq`l yi izrcl h"dne .zaya (soda water)dakxd cilen dny mbc meyn zaya 

 bpecpiaxrt ryinrg] zing[chemische Verbindung/chemical connection -
`l oniql zehnyd - xtqd seqay zedbde zegztn ,‡a wlg ,drc dxei wgvi zia z"ey

According to this analysis - turning ON a circuit is rabbinically prohibited.
- turning UP a circuit is analogous to adding extra scent which is subject to debate and may be permitted.
- turning OFF and DOWN a circuit would not be prohibited in the same way.

A2] CHAZON ISH - BONEH/SOTER
The Chazon Ish understands that connecting an electrical circuit is the melacha of ‘boneh’ and disconnecting it will be ‘soter’.  Both of
these prohibitions are min haTorah.  The analogy to boneh is as follows:- boneh means the combination of two separate parts into a
new functional unit.  So too, the Chazon Ish viewed the connection of a circuit as the combination of two previously unusable materials
(wire + electrical energy) into a new functional unit (electrified wire). 

2.

       
h:p zay ‡ld g‡e` yi` oefg

1. Everything in this section was covered in much more detail in Part 1.
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According to this analysis - turning ON a circuit is prohibited min haTorah
- turning OFF a circuit is prohibited min haTorah
- turning UP and DOWN may not be prohibited for this reason, but other reasons could apply.

A3] RAV ASHER WEISS - MAKEH BEPATISH
Rav Asher Weiss recently proposed a new way of analysing electriciy on Shabbat.  He rules that a Torah prohibition is certainly
breached when operating electriticy on Shabbat - the melachah of makeh bepatish2.

3. .aiig owziy xac dfi`a ilk owznd e` `edy lk xxebd df iptne .yihta dkn meyn eilr aiig dk`ln xnb `edy xac lk
c:bk zay ‡ld m‡anx

One of the 39 melachot is ‘makeh bepatish’ - putting the final touches to an item to make it usable.  By analogy, the
Chazon Ish and the Tzitz Eliezer had previously suggested that turning on a circuit could be makeh bepatish, since it
makes the circuit ‘live’ and operational.

4.`cg lk lr zeclez zg` xqg oirax` dipin oewt` .belte oipy zlz `wxit `cda iieed oicar yiwl oa y"xe opgei iax
 dipecar jenqn oegky` `lc `d .oeknq jenqin oegky`c on .`cgeyihta dkn meyn .

a dkld f wxt zay zkqn (`plie) inlyexi cenlz
R. Asher Weiss3 cites a Yerushalmi which redefines how Chazal understood melachot and, in particular makeh bepatish
on Shabbat.  When Chazal analyized the ‘toladot’ (derivitive) melacha, they did not simply derive them from the 39
Melachot and, if there was no connection, rule the activity to be permitted.  Rather, any activity which is ‘chashuv’ must
be a melacha. If it does not directly connect to one of the 39 Melachot, they connected it to makeh bepatish!

5.aiig df ixd dknd it aigxdl d`etxa oipeekzn ody oiyer oi`texdy jxck dknd it aigxdl ick zaya oigy qitnd
 yihta dkn meyn`texd zk`ln `id efy.

fi 'ld i wxt zay m"anx
Even though the implications of this approach are very novel4 there appears to be support from the Rambam who rules
that it is prohibited because of makeh bepatish to lance boils since it is the ‘melacha of doctors’!!! 

According to this analysis5 - turning ON a circuit is prohibited min haTorah
- turning a circuit OFF, UP and DOWN may not be prohibited for this reason, but other reasons could apply.

A4] RAV SHLOMO ZALMAN AUERBACH - MINHAG YISRAEL/MOLID
Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach concludes that it is not clear to him why the simple connection of an electrical circuit on Shabbat should
be prohibited (assuming that there is no heat generated or other consequent prohibitions caused).  Nevertheless, the clear halachic
minhag of the Jewish community is NOT to use electricity for the reason of the Beit Yitzchak - that there is an issur derabbanan of molid.
Furthermore, since many uses of electricity are clearly prohibited min haTorah (e.g. turning on filament light bulbs), people should
certainly refrain from using any electricity on Shabbat to avoid confusion and potential chilul Shabbat.

6.x`azpoi` ,mxfd mr oetlhd z` wx xagn m` ik ,ieaik e` dwlcd mey llk dyr `lc b"dkac d`xp c"prlc df itl 
lekie jka oigadl llk rcei epi` mrd oendy ipayeg j`) .cilen meyn `le yihta dkn meyn `l - h"eie zaya xeq`l
jxev mewna m` ik df xac xizdl oi` ocicl s` okle ,zaya lnygd z` zeakle wilcdl mb xzeny xnel df i"r zerhl

 wgvi zia z"eya l"f yiwlrny i"xden oe`bd `ede owf dxed xaky dyr` dn j` .(... lecb(`l 'iq a"g c"ei)lr zehnyda 
xeq`c b"k dviaa opixn` i`xiy` `qk `tegqa enkc" :my azk eixac jezae .zaya ea xacl xzen m` oetlhd xac
l"f oe`b i`dc y"iir ...) drxkd jixv xacde .l"kr "zaya bpecpiax`t ryexhwrlr zeyrl xeq`c d"d `gix cilenc meyn
dyrnl d"it`e ,"zinig dakxd cilen dny mbc meyn zaya (dceq in) xrqqee`c`f zeyrl xeq`l yi izrcl" inp azk

.(dfa miliwn miax
itl x`azp d"c h oniq ` wlg dnly zgpn z"ey

According to this analysis the factors relevant to molid (above) would apply.

2. The Chazon Ish had previously suggested that using electricity may be makeh bepatish but, as we will see, Rav Weiss has a new suggestion as to its application to electricity.
3. Shu’t Minchat Asher 1:30 and 1:32. The teshuva relates to turning on LED lights on Shabbat. 
4. As Rav Weiss points out in his teshuva.
5. Rav Weiss also suggests that where electrical activity is happening unintentionally and undiscernibly, this may not be chashuv and not prohibited. See

https://www.koltorah.org/halachah/rav-asher-weiss-new-perspective-on-the-use-of-electricity-on-shabbat-part-one-by-rabbi-chaim-jachter and 
https://www.koltorah.org/halachah/rav-asher-weiss-new-perspective-on-the-use-of-electricity-on-shabbat-part-two-by-rabbi-chaim-jachter
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Other reasons suggested as halachic factors in prohibiting electricity have been rejected by most poskim as either halachically
irrelevant or no longer relevant to the modern reality of electrical appliances.  These include:
- creating sparks/mavir
- causing additional fuel consumption at the power station6

- heating the wires/bishul
The broad consensus of most poskim is that turning on an electrical circuit (other than lights/heaters) is a rabbinic prohibition.7

However, many poskim take the view of the Chazon Ish into serious consideration and will be concerned that the use of electricity on
Shabbat could be min haTorah. 

B] THE TRACTION ELEVATOR - HOW DOES IT WORK?8

7. The most popular & efficient elevator design is the roped elevator. In roped elevators,
the car is raised and lowered by traction steel ropes. The ropes are attached to the
elevator car, and looped around a sheave. A sheave is just a pulley with grooves
around the circumference. The sheave grips the hoist ropes, so when you rotate the
sheave, the ropes move too.

The sheave is connected to an electric motor through a gear box. When the motor turns
one way, the sheave raises the elevator; when the motor turns the other way, the
sheave lowers the elevator. ... Typically, the sheave, the motor and the control system
are all housed in a machine room above the elevator shaft.

The ropes that lift the car are also connected to a counterweight, which hangs on the
other side of the sheave. The counterweight weighs about the same as the car filled to
40-percent capacity. In other words, when the car is 40 percent full (an average
amount), the counterweight and the car are perfectly balanced.

The purpose of this balance is to conserve energy. With equal loads on each side of
the sheave, it only takes a little bit of force to tip the balance one way or the other.
Basically, the motor only has to overcome friction - the weight on the other side does
most of the work. To put it another way, the balance maintains a near constant
potential energy level in the system as a whole. Using up the potential energy in the
elevator car (letting it descend to the ground) builds up the potential energy in the
weight (the weight rises to the top of the shaft). The same thing happens in reverse
when the elevator goes up. The system is just like a see-saw that has an equally heavy
kid on each end. ....

How Elevators Work9

When an elevator is in use a number of electrical activity may be happening, including:
• Activation/deactivation of the motor  • Activation/deactivation of a mechanical brake at the desired floor
 • Opening/shutting/locking of the doors  • Motion sensors on the doors to prevent them from closing on people
 • Indicator lights in the elevator turning on/off • Electronic weighing systems monitoring the load in the car
• A computer control system which regulates all the functions - speed, doors, lights, fans etc

6. Rav Rozen notes that a person entering the kitchen has more effect on their refrigerator motor due to increase in ambient heat than one elevator has on the power station.   
7. This will be of practical relevance in cases of significant need or loss, in cases of illness (eg hospitals) or security (eg army/police).
8. Almost all elevators today are traction elevators.  A small minority are hydraulic elevators. These systems lift a car using a hydraulic piston mounted inside a cylinder and driven by

pressurized oil through a pump and valve system. The cylinder is connected to a fluid-pumping system. The hydraulic system has three parts: (i) a tank (the fluid reservoir); (ii) a pump
powered by an electric motor; and (iii) a valve between the cylinder and the reservoir. The pump forces fluid from the tank into a pipe leading to the cylinder. When the valve is
opened, the pressurized fluid will take the path of least resistance and return to the fluid reservoir. But when the valve is closed, the pressurized fluid has nowhere to go except into
the cylinder. As the fluid collects in the cylinder, it pushes the piston up, lifting the elevator car. When the car approaches the correct floor, the control system sends a signal to the
electric motor to gradually shut off the pump. With the pump off, there is no more fluid flowing into the cylinder, but the fluid that is already in the cylinder cannot escape (it can't
flow backward through the pump, and the valve is still closed). The piston rests on the fluid, and the car stays where it is. To lower the car, the elevator control system sends a signal
to the valve. The valve is operated electrically by a basic solenoid switch. When the solenoid opens the valve, the fluid that has collected in the cylinder can flow out into the fluid
reservoir. The weight of the car and the cargo pushes down on the piston, which drives the fluid into the reservoir. The car gradually descends. To stop the car at a lower floor, the
control system closes the valve again. Thus the system only uses power through the motor for upward movement and gravitational force for downward movement.

9. eroselevators.com/elevators-work.php
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When a person presses a button to call the elevator or send it to a floor the following electrical operations are activated:

• A weighing device recognizes the extra weight of the person when they enter the elevator.
• A computer control system is constantly operation to regulate all of the issues referred to below.
• Closing and locking doors • Checking safety conditions before allowing motion
• Voices/sounds indicating doors closing • Releasing the brakes
• Activating the motor • Changing the indicator lights
• Deactivating the motor before the destination floor • Engaging the brakes 
• Voices/sounds indicating doors opening • Unlocking and opening doors

C] CREATING A ‘SHABBAT ELEVATOR’ - OVERVIEW

• The Shabbat elevator must fully automatized in ALL of the above systems.  Once this is achieved, the halacha follows Beit Hillel that
there is no requirement for our kelim to rest on Shabbat (shevitat kelim), only for ourselves and our animals.
• The easiest issue is stopping at floors and the Shabbat elevator will be pre-programmed to stop at specific floors10 when ascending
and descending so that no buttons need to be pressed.
• The sensors on the doors will also be deactivated so that the door remains open for longer and a long warning buzzer sounds when
closing.  In that way, people will not trigger sensors to prevent the door from closing. 
• The main challenge will be the motor and changes in the activity of the motor caused by adding or removing the weight of people

• Going Up - Adding people to the elevator will cause the motor to increase in speed to lift the extra weight
- However, this causes an INCREASE in current which, as we saw above, is less halachically problematic and is
permitted by many poskim in a case of significant need11.  Nevertheless, other poskim are less prepared to accept
this, even in cases of need12.
- It may also be meniat hamone’a which we looked at in Part 1.  This is even less problematic since the person is
‘preventing a prevention’.  The normal operation of the motor generates an internal force which opposes the flow of
current into it.  The faster the motor turns the less current it accepts from the power supply.  The extra weight of a
person in the elevator will prevent the motor from turning as fast, which in turn will enable it to accept more current.
This, in turn, will enable the motor to raise the loaded elevator, even if at a decreased speed. So the person is
actually ‘preventing the prevention’ of current13.  

• Going Down - Normally going down will cause the motor to work LESS, although may cause the brakes to work more.
- Also, as noted above, in a standard traction elevator, the counterweight is significantly heavier than the passenger
cabin.  So the natural gravitational movement of the elevator without the assistance of the motor is to go up. As such,
the motor sometimes needs to work harder to push the empty passenger cabin down.   This increase in current will
not be as problematic for the reasons set out above.
-  Rav Halperin was much MORE concerned about riding in a regular descending elevator than ascending due to the
impact of the weight of the person.  This added weight, together with the motor, will be responsible for pushing the
elevator down and will also be partially liable for all the electrical activity which accompanies the descent - brakes,
lights etc., even if no buttons were pressed.
- Also, if the weight if the cabin is significant in pulling down the elevator, many elevators are constructed so as to
convert this extra energy BACK into electricity via the motor and to feed this extra power back into the grid to serve
neighboring blocks14.  Again, this electrical generation will be partially caused by the weight of the person in the
cabin.
• If so, we need to ascertain if a person is responsible in halacha for actions caused by their own weight?

10. Shabbat elevators often ascend directly to the top floor and come down floor by floor. But this can be changed as required.  The elevator can also be programmed to stop only at the
floors on which there are residents who wish to us it.   

11. Rav Shlomo Zalman Auberbach also rules that, in the case of elevator, this is further alleviated by being grama.
12. Rabbi Jachter reports that Rav Schachter ruled this should not be relied upon if possible.   
13. In fact, Rav Halperin understands that the case of the elevator is even LESS problematic than meniat hamone’ah.  In the case of the candle, the wind is actually blowing when the

person closes the window, causing the immediate effect of the candle burning more brightly.  In the case of the motor, when the person enters the elevator the system is not yet
operational.  So the person’s extra weight does not have any immediate effect.

14. Many people observed that in New York skyscrapers the lights were brighter in the late afternoons since so many people were descending in the elevators and excess power was
being fed back into the building.  This is rarely a concern in small domestic elevators.
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D] HALACHIC RESPONSIBILITY FOR ONE’S WEIGHT

D1] IN THE LAWS OF DAMAGES

8.- yiiae wifde dievn gexa .mixac 'ca xehte wfpd lr aiig - yiiae wifde dievn dpi`y gexa bbd y`xn ltp :dax xn`e
 jtdzp m`e ,zyad lr xehte mixac 'ca aiig(ez`pdl mc`d lr letpl oiekzpc letpl ligzdy xg`l - i"yx) .zyad lr s` aiig - 

.fk `nw `aa
If a person falls off a roof, even if they are not negligent, and lands on another person, they are responsible for basic
damage caused. If they are negligent their liability extends to other heads of damage.  If they intended to land on the
person they are fully liable for all damages.

• A person is liable for their damage caused by their weight15 in the same manner as caused by their hands - adam mu’ad leolam.

9.edi` e`lac `nili` ?inc ikid .... .aiig oexg`d - exaye eilr ayie cg` `ae edexay `le cg` lqtq lr eayiy 'd :`ipzc
`zyde ,iry ixza xazin ied edi` e`lac ,`kixv `l .... ?!ciarw i`n xazi` inp edi` e`lac `l` !`hiyt ,xazi` `l
!xazin ded `l icica ,oez` e`l i` :edl `nile .oiniiwe `zxet ith opiazi ied ,z` e`l i` :dil ixn`c ,dry `cga xazi`

 .xaz eda jinqc icdac ,`kixv `l
:i `nw `aa

If a person sits on a bench which other people are already sitting on and it breaks, the last person to sit down is liable for
the damage caused by the breakage.  The Gemara asks why they are not all liable, since it was the combined weight of all
of them that caused it to break.  It answers that the case is where the sixth man is leaning on the others, preventing them
from getting up.  If he were not leaning on them, they would indeed all be liable.  As such, a person is liable for damages
caused by their weight EVEN for passive omissions, for which a person is not normally halachically liable.16

D2] IN THE LAWS OF MURDER

• It is well known that one may not kill another person, even to save their own life17.  As the Gemara puts it - ‘who says that your blood
is redder than his!?’

10.i`n daxc` xn` ivnc .envr xeqnl aiig oi`y `xazqn jrnzne wepizd lr eze` oikilyny oebk dyrn ciar `lc `kid la`
.dyrn ciar `lc oeik ith wneq icic `nc `nlic ith iwneq i`xagc `ncc zifg

xzq` `de d"c :cr oixcdpq zetqez
Tosafot raises the case of someone is about to be thrown against their will on top of a baby which will kill the baby.
Does the person have to give up their own life rather than let this happen.  Tosafot answer no since, in this case where
the person is passive, they can indeed say that their blood may be redder.  

• Rav Halperin points out that the person being thrown is indeed ‘responsible’ for the death.  They are, however, allowed to put their
own life first.  Why did Tosafot not argue that the person being thrown is not responsible at all!?  Clearly one IS responsible for the
consequences of their own weight.

D3] IN THE LAWS OF TUMAH

11..`nh - rx ogky dndad lre ...  .xedh - dti ogky dndad ... lr ... qxtd ziaa jldnd
e dpyn gi wxt zeld` zkqn dpyn

If someone moves tumah indirectly through an intermediate object, this will often make the person tamei.  This is called
‘tumat heset’.  The Mishna rules that if a person is riding an animal through a field in which human bones may be
scattered and buried in the ground (‘bet hapras’), they are NOT tamei if the animal disturbs and moves bones while
walking.  But if the person is too heavy for the animal, and that caused the animal to stumble and move bones, the person
IS tamei since this is considered to be their indirectly moving the bones!   

• Thus the weight of a person causes them to become responsible for consequent actions caused by that weight. 

15. By contrast, if a person left their property on a roof and it blew off in a regular wind and caused damage, they are only liable for basic damages.  They are therefore more liable for
damages caused by their weight than by their property.  See Shita Mekubetzet Bava Kama 56a in the name of the Ra’ah.

16. See Shulchan Aruch Choshen Mishpat 381:1.
17. Sanhedrin 74a.
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D4] IN THE LAWS OF KILAYIM

12. .... xhet xi`n iax .mirax`d z` bteq oexwa ayeide mirax`d z` bteq bidpnd
b dpyn g wxt mi`lk zkqn dpyn

Where two animals which are kilayim to each other (eg a horse and a bull) are pulling a wagon, the Mishna discusses
whether a passenger on the wagon is also liable for the Torah prohibition.

13.oke ,dlbrd jeynzy dndal znxeb ezaiyiy bidpd `ly it lr s`e ,dwel dlbra ayeid mi`lk dze` oikyen eidy dlbr
 .... oiwel odipy bidpn cg`e dlbra cg` ayei did m`

h dkld h wxt mi`lk zekld m"anx
The Rambam rules that the passenger IS liable independently.

• Rav Halperin understands that this liability is due to the weight of the passenger, which causes the animals to begin pulling. 

D5] IN THE LAWS OF SHABBAT
• Rav Halperin understands that, as other areas of halacha, one is also liable in hilchot Shabbat for actions caused by one’s weight in
hilchot Shabbat.  However, we will see below that this was not accepted by many other poskim.

E] ADDING WEIGHT TO THE ELEVATOR ON SHABBAT - THE LENIENT VIEWS

As noted above, many poskim, in particular Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach, disagreed with Rav Halperin and ruled that one is NOT
responsible for electrical activity caused by the elevator due to one’s weight.  A number of reasons for leniency are proposed18,  most of
which rest on the unique requirement on Shabbat of ‘melechet machshevet’.

E1] MELECHET MACHSHEVET

14.LiwŸl¡̀ ‡d«©l z̈A ©W i ½¦ri ¦a §X ©d ÆmFi §e i :L«¤Y §k`©l §nÎlM̈ z̈i¦Ur̈ §e cŸ ½a£r«©Y Æmi ¦nï z ¤W³¥W h d ¤̧U£r«©zÎ Ÿ̀ld ¹̈k ῭l §nÎlk̈ ³L §C §a ©r L À¤Y ¦aE Ĺ §p ¦aE d´̈Y ©̀  
.Li «¤xr̈ §W ¦A x¬¤W£̀ L §x«¥b §e L ½¤Y §n ¤d §aE ÆL §z«̈n£̀«©e

i-h:k zeny 
The prohibition of breaking Shabbat is framed by the requirement of (i) doing (ii) a melachah.

15. z ©r©c §aE d¬̈pEa §z ¦aE d²̈n §kg̈ §A mi®¦dŸl¡̀ ©gEx́ F zŸ̀  ¬̀¥N ©n£̀«̈ed«̈k`̈l §nÎlk̈ §aE.
b:`l zeny

The word melachah is also used shortly after to describe the building of the Mishkan.

16.m«¤k §W ¦C ©w §n ‡d i¬¦p£̀  i²¦M z ©r ¾©c̈l m ½¤ki ¥zŸx́Ÿc§l Æm¤ki¥pi«¥aE i³¦pi ¥A `e ¹¦d zF¸̀  Ái ¦M ExŸ®n §W ¦Y i©zŸz §A ©WÎz ¤̀  K¬©̀  xŸ ½n ¥̀l Æl ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i i³¥p §AÎl ¤̀  x ¥̧A ©C d º̈Y ©̀ §e bi
)- i"yx(okynd zk`lnn zay hrnl ,oiherin oiwxe oik` lk .diptn dgcz l` zay dk`ln zefixfa oifixfe oitecx eidzy it lr s` .
bi:`l zeny

After commanding the construction of the Mishkan and all it entailed, the Torah states ‘but [ach] this work must not be
done on Shabbat’. Hence the melachah of the Mishkan defines prohibited melachah on Shabbat.

17.) z¤a«̈W£g«©n z¤k ¬̀¤l §nÎlk̈ §A zF U£r«©l u®¥r z ¤WŸx́£g«©aE z`ŸN ©n§l o ¤a²¤̀  z ¤WŸ ¬x£g«©aE bl lka ..... - qelwpe`oepne` zciar( 
bl:dl zeny

The melachah for the mishkan was only ‘melechet machshevet’.  This is defined by Onkelos as ‘skilled work’.

18. For instance, in the case of kilayim they argue that it is not the ‘passive’ weight of the passenger which makes the animals move, but the action of sitting down.  In the case of the
person being thrown on the baby they argue that the exemption is due to this not being defined as an ‘action’ of any kind. 
These arguments and their sources and citations are set out in much more detail in the following articles:
The Use of Elevators and Escalators on Shabbat and Yom Tov  - R. Michael Broyde and R. Howard Jachter - Journal of Halacha and Contemporary Society - Vol. XXIX p.62.  
The Shabbat Elevator - Rav Yisrael Rozen - https://www.zomet.org.il/eng/?CategoryID=198&ArticleID=286
The Use of Elevators on Shabbat: Part I-IV by Rabbi Chaim Jachter, available on
www.koltorah.org/halachah/the-use-of-elevators-on-shabbat-part-i-by-rabbi-chaim-jachter and replacing i with ii, iii and iv for subsequent parts.  Some of the footnotes in this
section quote from these articles.
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18.zaygn zk`lnokyna `l` ,`aizk `l zaya zaygn zk`ln eli`c .hren fnx edfe .... dl oeekzpe ezrca dayg daygndy - 
.zayl zaygn zk`ln oicnl ep` - okyn zyxtl zay zyxt ldwie zyxta jnqy itle ,aizkc `ed

:i dbibg i"yx
Rashi understands ‘melechet machshevet’ as focused mental application or intention.

E2] REASON 1 - GRAMA
   

19..jxgn `edy iptn ,xe`d z` oda fg`y lcbne daiz dciy iab lr icb ly xer oiqxet :xne` qpp oa oerny iax .dpyn
oi`ln miycg qxg ilka xqe` iqei iax .dwilcd xearz `ly liaya ,mipwix oia oi`ln oia ,milkd lka dvign oiyere

 .dwilcd z` oiakne oirwazn ode ,xe`d z` lawl oileki oi`y itl ,min
.kw zay

R. Shimon ben Nanas allows a person to prevent the spread of a fire on Shabbat by lining up jugs full of water which will
crack when the heat reaches them and release the water, so extinguishing the fire.

20. aizk(k zeny) dk`ln lk dyrz `l !ixy `nxb ,xeq`c `ed diiyr - 
:kw zay

The basis of the heter of R. Shimon ben Nanas is that the Torah prohibits ‘ma’aseh’ and not grama - causation.

• Grama is the indirect application of an action, usually where there is an intermediate step between the action and its effect.
• Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach understood that walking into a stationary elevator which would subsequently start moving (resulting in
activation of the motor/lights/brakes etc) was grama.

21.,dwilcd oia wiqtdl milkd lka dvign miyere .sxyz `ly xg`d dcvn icb ly xer qextl leki - xe`d da fg`y daiz
,dwilcd mdl ribzyk erwazi i`cey min mi`ln miycg qxg ilk elit`xzen ieaik mxbc `ciqt mewna :dbd.

 ak sirq cly oniq miig gxe` jexr ogley
The Rema rules that grama is permitted on Shabbat only in a situation of loss.

22.xzen ieaik mxbc-   .l"pke ok oicd zek`ln lka elit`c ,dtebl dkixv dpi`y dk`ln `edc ieaik `wec e`l
 ak sirq cly oniq miig gxe` jexr ogley lr dkld xe`ia

The Biur Halacha explains that this applies to all melacha and not just kibbui.

E3] THE ‘GRAMA SWITCH’

• The ‘Grama Switch’ does not actually work using ‘grama’ (which is only permitted on Shabbat in situations of need), but using meniat
hamone’a (which is permitted).
• The switch can be introduced into any proposed electric circuit - turning on or off - and works as follows:

- Instead of the switch opening/closing the circuit immediately, there is a time delay.
- During that delay a timer is running (say from 1 to 10) such that when it reaches 10 the circuit will open/close.
- However a pulse of light is also flashing in the circuit which, when it hits a photo-electric cell resets the counter to zero so
that the circuit never actually opens/closes.
- Pressing the switch/turning the key etc introduces a mechanical barrier which blocks the pulse of light from reaching the
photo-electric cell, so the counter reaches 10 and the circuit opens/closes.

• This is meniat hamone’a since the electrical action is trying to take effect but is being prevented by another force (the resetting of the
counter).  By preventing the reset, one removes the ‘prevention’ and enables the action to take place.  This is analogous to closing a
window and preventing a draft which is putting out a candle.  

E4] REASON 2 - ZERO EFFECT
• Rav Auerbach argues19 that the weight of the passengers does not effect any ACTUAL noticeable change in the pace of the elevator
and is therefore halachically irrelevant20. Rav Halperin brings various arguments against this. 

19. Minchat Shlomo 91:10.
20. Rav Auerbach cites numerous proofs.  One is the Mishna (Shabbat 104b) which teaches that one who writes two letters in black ink upon two letters already written in black
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E5] REASON 3 - NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR ONE’S WEIGHT IN HILCHOT SHABBAT

Rav Auerbach, Rav Rosen and Prof. Lev argued with many of the above sources and rule that one’s weight is not a source of liability on
Shabbat. 
• Support is brought from the accepted ruling that a person may ride on-board a ship on Shabbat, even though their weight must make
some difference to the fuel consumption21. 

E6] REASON 4 - MESAYEH

23.`w i`n - leki epi`y df i`c .lekiy df :`cqg ax xn` ?aiigin ediipn id .aiig lkd ixac - leki epi` dfe leki df :xn xn`
 :dil xn`  !dicda riiqn `wc :`pepnd ax dil xn` ?ciarynn ea oi` riiqn .

.bv zay
Where two people are performing a melachah together on Shabbat and one could do it independently but the other could
not, the latter is exempt.  This is considered ‘assisting’ [mesayeh] and the Gemara rules that mesaye is irrelevant.
  

24. dfa `veik lke legikd zrya gzete mver `ede eipir el lgeky oebk ....ynn ea oi` dfk riiqnc`edyk mcewn elit` mbe .
s`e .l"kr e`ivedl i"`l xne` e`ivedl eilr xrhvne eipiya yyegy inc 'b sirqa `"nxd epiax y"nk .xzen zvw riiqn
... .ynn ea oi`e riiqn wx dedc meyn xzen n"n oyd z` lehil eitl eci gipn i"`dy mcew daxd eit geztl eilrc ab lr

k sirq gky oniq miig gxe` ogleyd jexr
 This is ruled in halacha, here in the case of a person having makeup applied or a tooth removed by a non-Jew.

• On that basis, since the elevator will ascend and descend without any help from the passenger, these poskim classify the
passenger’s actions as mesayeh, which is permitted.  Again, Rav Halperin vigorous contests this position.

F] RIDING A REGULAR ELEVATOR ON SHABBAT - THE HALACHIC POSITIONS

• Before the invention of Shabbat elevators, four major teshuvot addressed the issue of riding a regular elevator on Shabbat without
pressing any buttons and without any non-Jew pressing the buttons on behalf of the Jew.
• Dayan Yitzchak Weiss22 ruled that it is prohibited on the basis that (i) one’s weight IS a source of halachic liability and (ii) it is even
prohibited to cause the current in the motor to increase.
• Rav Ya’akov Breisch23 ruled that it is prohibited and focused on the issue of ziluta deShabbta - that it is not in the spirit of Shabbat.

25.dycgd dlbra zaya dkildd xzid oipra ,daeyzd rvn`a 'b oniq aiyne l`ey oe`bdl le`y ixac xtqa mb 'ire .... (b
`l ik ,llk zay oipr `eti` rceei `l ... lwdl e"g - l"fe miiqne .y`e xehiw i"r dkiledl dleagzd dlbzp aexwn xy`

 .l"kr xizdl oi` k"re e"g zek`lnd lk xizdl `ai jk jezne .zaya mb reqpl lkei ik zaya s` xgqnd zeayi
elaw xakc oeik .ok inp c"ipa k"` ... .h"eie zaya zilnyg zakxa reqpl xeq`c l`xyi zevetz lka dlawzp ef dklde (c
e` agexl e` jxe`l ilnyg oexwa rqep m` ol dn ok m` ,xcp mrhn ol xeq` zilnyg zakxa driqpd xeq`l mdilr
rqep m` welig oi` `linne .'idiy mrh dfi`n 'idi ol xq`p zilnyg oexwa driqp ?!dhnle dlrnl ilnyg oexwda rqep

 .dhnle dlrnl e` agexle jxe`l
cnw oniq miig gxe` awri zwlg z"ey

Rav Breisch quotes R. Shaul Nathanson (19th century)24 who ruled that one may not ride a train on Shabbat.  His
concern was that Shabbat would be cheapened since in people may continue business activities which would lead them to
perform actual melachot. Rav Breisch understands that this position has been accepted by the Jewish people almost as a
neder.  He applies it to elevators, suggesting that horizontal travel (a train) or vertical travel (an elevator) are the same!

ink (ktav al gabei ktav) does not violate the prohibition to write on Shabbat.  The Talmud does not regard the act as ’writing’ since the writer did not accomplish anything. 
21. In fact, this is debatable and, due to physics and the engineering of the boats, added weight may not in fact cause increased fuel consumption.  Professor Lev also cites Rav Moshe

Feinstein’s psak (Igrot Moshe OC 1:132) permitting a relative or friend to accompany a woman about to give birth to the hospital on Shabbat.  Rav Feinstein did not make any
mention of the effect the added weight of the individual accompanying the woman would have on the vehicle, thereby increasing fuel consumption.  Someone who is entirely
unaware of the effect of their actions on Shabbat may also be classified as mitasek which is permitted on Shabbat. Professor Lev compares riding in an elevator to sitting at
the Shabbat table on Friday night during the winter with the windows closed.  In this situation, the inhaling of oxygen and exhaling of carbon dioxide impacts on the flames of
the Shabbat candles.  No halachic authority has written that this constitutes a problem since it is beyond one's intention, concern, and awareness.  Similarly, the impact of
one's weight on the operation of the elevator is beyond the intention, concern, and awareness of the rider and thus should not constitute a halachic problem.

22. Minchat Yitzchak 3:60.
23. Chelkat Ya’akov 3:137 (old), OC 144 (new).  This teshuva deals with taking an elevator for the purposes of hearing shofar.  He prohibits this even for the purposes of a mitzvah.  
24. He also quotes the ruling of the Beit Yitzchak (2:30) who prohibited riding on trains or trolleys on Shabbat. 
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• Rav Yosef Henkin25 and Rav Isser Yehuda Unterman26 ruled that it is permitted on the basis that there is no liability in hilchot Shabbat
for one’s weight and it was not a zilzul of Shabbat.  
• Rav Unterman brought person testimony that he was once with RavYisrael Meir Kagan, the Chaftez Chaim, on Shabbat when
discussing communal issues and the Chafetz Chaim needed something brought to him.  One of the rabbis brought it by riding the
elevator together with a non-Jewish passenger and none of the rabbis present, including the Chafetz Chaim, objected to his actions.  

26.

        

                                   

                          
*hp ,gp bk wxt dzkldk zay zxiny

The Shemirat Shabbat Kehilchata cites Rav Halperin’s stringency27 concerning descending in an elevator, but rules
against it, as follows:
(i) One may certainly not operate a regular elevator on Shabbat/Yom Tov
(ii) One may ascend in a regular elevator which is operated by a non-Jew for their own use.
(iii) According to stringent views, one may not descend in a regular elevator operatied by a non-Jew but the basic
halachic permits this too.
(iv) One may use a Shabbat elevator to ascend and descend.  According to the stricter position one may ascend but not
descend.
(v) There are certain people who will not use a Shabbat elevator at all.  This is a legitimate chumra.

• Even with a regular elevator operated by a non-Jew for their own needs, many poskim are more lenient in the case of elderly or sick
people, pregnant women, people with small children and very tall buildings where take stairs is not a practical option for most people. 

25. Kol Kitvei Hagaon Rav Henkin 2:59.
26. Torah Shebe’al Peh 5727 p13 and Encyclopedia Talmudit 18:695-6.  Rabbis Broyde and Jachter understand that Rav Moshe Feinstein and Rav Ovadia Yosef would also agreed with

this lenient position. Rabbi Jachter also reports from Rav Hershel Schachter that Professor Lev understood that Rav Ya’akov Kaminetzsky did not concur with the ruling of the Beit
Yitzchak upon which the Chelkat Ya’akov based his ruling.  

27. However, Rav Unterman writes: ”I have personally witnessed eminent Torah sages entering an elevator and travelling to the floor for which a gentile passenger pushed the button,
and they never raised the possibility of their added weight posing a halachic problem.” 
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• In some situations there may28 also be a concern of chashad or ma’arit ha’ayin in taking a regular elevator on Shabbat.  This would
not be the case for a Shabbat elevator since these are well known today and signage clearly indicate that it is on Shabbat mode.
• Many poskim rule that one should make efforts to avoid having to rely on leniencies in this area by trying to buy an apartment on a
lower floor!

G] RIDING A REGULAR ELEVATOR OPERATED BY A NON-JEW ON BEHALF OF THE JEW
 

27.my didiy `ede ;zaya ezeyrl i"`l xnel l`xyil xzen ,zeay meyn `l` zaya zeyrl xeq` epi`e ,dk`ln epi`y xac
.... devn iptn e` ,daxd jxev xacl jixv didi e` ,ileg zvwn

d - c sirq fy oniq zay zekld miig gxe` jexr ogley
Under most circumstances, a Jew may NOT ask a non-Jew to break Shabbat for him and may not benefit from such
action even if they did not request it.  An exception is where the Jew asks the non-Jew to perform a rabbinically
prohibited action and there is a need for a sick person, other significant need, or for the purposes of a mitzvah.

• On that basis, since pressing the buttons in an elevator is likely to be a rabbinic prohibition29, many poskim would permit asking a
non-Jew and benefiting from these, but only:-
(i) for the purposes of a mitzva e.g. getting to shul or getting to a Shabbat meal where taking the steps is not feasible.
(ii) for the elderly, sick, a pregnant women, or small children who cannot take the stairs.
(iii) in very tall buildings where taking the steps is not feasible.

H] RIDING A REGULAR ELEVATOR OPERATED BY A NON-OBSERVANT JEW

• This is much more problematic and will involve an assessment as to whether the Jew did the act knowingly in breach of Shabbat
(meizid) or unaware that it was prohibited (shogeg).  It should certainly be avoided30.

I] THE SHABBAT ELEVATOR: TECHNICAL ADAPTATIONS

• Elevators certified by the Institute of Science and Technology are adapted to suit the halachic requirements of Rav Halperin31.
• Elevators certified by Zomet are adapted to suit the halachic requirements of Rav Auerbach, Rav Rosen and Prof. Lev.

Adaptations include:
• All processes relating to stopping at floors are fully automated (see above).  Control buttons for lights, fans are disconnected and
photoelectric sensors are switched off.  Doors remain open at floors for fixed periods.
• Weighing mechanisms do not operate.
• In some elevators circuitry is modified so that when descending any excess power is not fed back to the grid but is dissipated.
• In some elevators changes are made to compensate for the effect of the weight of passengers when descending.

28. The poskim who permitted this earlier in the 20th century were clearly not concerned that chashad or ma’arit ha’ayin were an issue, even for regular elevators.
29. It is increasingly unlikely that incandescent lights will be illuminated in the operation of a modern elevator.  Even if this is the case, there is room for leniency since this is not

intended by the non-Jew, even though it may be inevitable (psik riesha). 
30. We have dealt in the past with the halachic status of non-observant Jews -

https://rabbimanning.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Religious-Perspectives-on-Non-Observant-Jews.pdf
31. The main issue relates to whether adaptations are required to compensate for the effect of the weight of the passengers when the elevator is descending.  Rav Halperin required this

but Rav Auerbach did not.  Zomet should be consulted as to the specifications of their current Shabbat elevators.
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